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 Distance relay is prone to mal-operate during power swing, thus most of 
modern distance relay design is equipped with power swing blocking scheme 

to block the operation during power swing and reset the blocking operation 
whenever a fault occurs during power swing. However, the detection of fault 
during power swing especially for high resistance fault possess a challenging 
task, therefore it may cause the unblocking function to vulnerable to operate. 
This paper presents the development of a detection scheme for detecting fault 
during power swing in test system interconnected with Distributed 
Generation (DG). In this study, the detection scheme is proposed based on S-
Transform analysis on the distance relay input voltage signal. It is 
demonstrated that the proposed S-Transform detection based scheme can 

effectively detect various type of fault during power swing includes high 
resistance fault, as well as able to operate correctly even with the presence of 
DG in the test system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Power swing is defined as a large fluctuation of power flow between two areas of power system and 

it is often occurs after the systems recovered from disturbances such as sudden addition or removal of loads 

in transmission line, line switching, or generator disconnection [1]. These system disturbances will cause 

oscillation in machine rotor angles which consequently lead to power swing scenario [2]. When power swing 

happen, the voltage and current signals are fluctuated causing the apparent impedance measured by the 
distance relay enter the relay tripping zones which leads to an unwanted relay operation [3]. 

Many studies have shown that the unwanted relay operation due to power swing has led to 

cascading power outage or power blackout, and consequential can jeopardize the safety and security of the 

consumers in general [4]. In order to prevent undesirable distance relay tripping during power swing, power 

swing blocking function is employed in distance relay to provide robust protection scheme during power 

swing [5]. However, if a fault occurs during power swing, the blocking function should be released and a trip 

signal should be activated by the distance relay for fault clearing operation [6].  

The conventional distance relay design use the method of measuring either negative sequence or 

zero sequence components of current to detect fault during power swing [7]. Unfortunately, the major 

drawback of this method has been identified as it could not work to detect symmetrical fault during power 

swing. In [8], the authors proposed a new fault detection technique based on negative sequence component of 

the current signal. However, the technique is only can be used for detecting fault in compensated lines [9].  
Several schemes have been proposed over the years to detect symmetrical fault during power swing. 

Reference [10] presents a fast symmetrical fault detector for distance relay based on feature of the frequency 
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component of the active power signal after fault inception. It is reported that this method can sensitively 

detect the symmetrical fault, but it does not consider the fault resistance [9]. 

A new fault detection technique based on auto-regression analysis on the three-phase instantaneous 

power signal is presented in [11]. The auto-regression analysis is considered as a special technique for 

regression analysis where it can be used for predicting signals [12]. It is reported that the technique can 

accurately identify all type of fault with various conditions and applicable for both with and without 

compensation lines. However, the auto-regression based techniques requires a lot of simulations, thus it 

might be consider as computationally inefficient [9]. 
In recent years, several research and algorithm based on signal processing techniques have been 

proposed for detecting and identifying fault during power swing. In [13], the authors focus on developing 

wavelet energy based function for symmetrical fault detection during power swing. However, the success of 

implementation of wavelet based technique is definitely depends on the sampling frequency and proper 

selection of wavelet coefficient as any inaccuracy in the selections might cause the technique fails to operate 

correctly. Instead of wavelet, another advanced signal processing techniques which is known as S-Transform 

has been widely applied in power transient analysis and feature extraction. In [14], the authors present a new 

technique that used S-Transform as a feature extraction tool for identifying respective features of fault and 

power swing. Unfortunately, this technique was unable to be used for detecting high resistance fault. 

This paper presents the development of a detection scheme for detecting fault during power swing 

for test system interconnected with DG based on S-Transform analysis on the distance relay input voltage 

signal. The main objective of the detection scheme is to differentiate between high resistance fault and power 
swing. The background theories of S-Transform are firstly presented in this paper, followed by the derivation 

equation of S-Transform to extract the feature between fault and power swing. Further, the results of fault 

detection scheme are discussed based on simulation with IEEE 39 bus system. In addition, a case study for 

testing the performance of fault detection scheme with effect of DG connected to the grid is performed based 

on simulation with IEEE 39 bus system. 

 

 

2. S-TRANSFORM 

S-Transform was proposed by Stockwell and his co-workers in 1996, inheriting the advantage of 

Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) [15]. The S-Transform 

provides an accurate time-frequency resolution domain by employing a moving and scalable localized 
Gaussian window [16]. The general S-Transform equation is given as, 
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where, 

τ   : time of spectral localization. 

f   : Fourier frequency. 

g(t) : window function. 

The S-Transform can be written as operations on the Fourier spectrum X(f) of x(t) as, 
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From (2), the S-Transform of discrete time series is shown in the following equation by letting τvT, 
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where, 

v   : discrete time index. 

m, n   : discrete frequency index. 

T : sampling interval. 

N   : total of sampling point. 
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From (3), the general equation of discrete time series of S-Transform can be further simplified as, 
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where, ρ = -2π2 and μ = j2π. 
S-Transform is an appropriate signal processing tool to be used for analyzing non-stationary signal 

such as power swing [17, 18]. In this study, the simplified equation of discrete time series of S-Transform in 

(4) will be used for derivation of feature extraction for identifying features of fault during power swing. The 

derivation of feature extraction for developing fault detection scheme will be fully discussed in the next 

section. 

 

 

3. PROPOSED FAULT DETECTION SCHEME USING S-TRANSFORM IN DISTANCE RELAY 

OPERATION 

The proposed fault detection scheme is conceptually based on S-Transform analysis on the voltage 

signal measured at distance relay point. Under both of power swing condition and fault during power swing 
condition, the retrieved voltage signal is calculated and processed through the discrete time series of S-

Transform equation in (4). The output of S-Transform is a duplicate time-frequency matrix called S-matrix 

whose row vectors pertain the information on the frequency, while column vectors pertain the information on 

the time [19]. Each element of the S-matrix is a complex value. The amplitude of S-Transform output in its 

corresponding frequency and time can be obtained by calculating the absolute value of S-matrix using 

following equation, 
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where μ represents the amplitude of S-matrix. 

Let I = 1,…,v  denote the indexes of the rows of a matrix μ, J = 1,…,n denote the indexes of the 

columns of a matrix μ, and aij denote the ij element of a matrix μ. Thus, a vector of column-minima for S-

matrix can be further calculated using following equation, 
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where β represents the smallest value of each columns in the matrix of amplitude of S-matrix. 

Further, the next step of the feature extraction is to compute the maximum value of the vector of 

column-minima of S-matrix obtained from (6). This maximum value, which is defined as variable k, will be 

then used for the criterion for detection of fault in the power system. In this proposed fault detection scheme, 

there will be two different of variable k, which is defined as kref and kf; where kref can be defined as the 
maximum value in the elements of S-Transform output during power swing with no fault condition, whereas 

kf can be defined as the maximum value in the elements of S-Transform output during the event of fault 

occurrence. The computation of kref and kf are performed using following equations, 
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The proposed fault detection criterion is defined by ratio of kf to kref as written in following equation, 
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The results of  γ obtained from calculation in (9) is used to identify the faults occurrence during 

power swing based on comparison with the restrained coefficient set at 1; where if the ratio is greater than 1, 

it means a genuine fault is detected. The selection of restrained coefficient setting of 1 is made based on 

several testing attained from the simulations, where it is found that the logic is true for all simulated cases. 

Figure 1 shows the proposed relay algorithm for fault detection scheme incorporating the S-Transform. 

 

 

Monitoring the distance relay input 

signal

Processed the signal using S-Transform to 

generate S-matrix

Calculate amplitude of S-matrix

Calculate the minimum value of each of column in 

the matrix of amplitude of S-matrix

Calculate the maximum value in vector for

1) power swing condition, kref

2) fault condition, kf

Calculate ratio of kf to kref

NO
No fault

Fault

Activate the fault clearing operation

YES

Start

End
 

 

Figure 1. The proposed relay algorithm for detecting fault during power swing 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1. Power swing simulation 

Power swing simulations need to be carried out before any further simulations can be made for the 

development of fault detection scheme. The power swing simulation models were developed using 

PSCAD™/EMTDC™ software tool. Figure 2 shows the one-line diagram of IEEE 39 bus system that is used 
for simulation with power swing. The selected test system which is also known as 10-machine New England 

Power System consists of 10 generators and 17 loads; with total of generation and total of load capacity are 

61.9293 MW and 50.373 MW, respectively [20].  
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Figure 2. One-line diagram of the IEEE 39 Bus System used for power swing simulation 

 

 

To perform the power swing simulation, a fault is set to be occurred in any branch of power network 

in the particular test system. Consequently, such disturbances will caused the system to experience the power 

swing condition. Further, since the proposed detection scheme is to detect the fault during power swing, 

another fault is set to be occurred while the test system is experiencing power swing. 

Figure 3 shows the typical responses of voltage measured by the distance relay when a fault is set at 

t=1.0 s and cleared after 350ms. Consequently, such disturbance caused the post fault system experiences 
power swing. In Figure 4, another fault is occurred at t = 3.0 s while the system is experiencing the power 

swing. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Typical responses of voltage in phase A during power swing 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Typical responses of voltage in phase A during power swing and after three phase  

fault occurring at t = 3.0 s 
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4.2. Testing of fault detection scheme on IEEE 39 bus system 

For implementation of the proposed scheme, several cases that considering various faults conditions 

are used to validate the performances of the proposed scheme. Table 1 represents various combination of 

fault conditions that have been used in this study. It is shown that the cases includes faults at different 

location in test system covering both of symmetrical faults ABC-G and asymmetrical faults AB types. In 

addition, the fault resistance is also varies from 10 Ω up to 200 Ω. 

 

 
Table 1. Test Conditions Adopted for Testing the Proposed Fault Detection Scheme Based on  

IEEE 39 Bus System 
Case Fault Location Fault Type Fault Resistance (Ω) 

1 Line 16-17 ABC-G 10 

2   200 

3 Line 3-18 AB 10 

4   200 

 

 

From the simulations of the above-mentioned cases, it is found that different fault location might 

affect different distance relay located at the adjacent faulty line [21]. Table 2 shows the location of affected 

distance relay for each of case studies that have been listed in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 2. Location of the affected distance relay for each of case studies based on IEEE 39 bus system 
Case Fault Location Adjacent Line Location of Relay 

1 & 2 Line 16-17 Line 17-18 

Line 17-27 

Line 16-19 

Bus 18 

Bus 27 

Bus 19 

  Line 16-21 Bus 21 

3 & 4 Line 3-18 Line 3-4 

Line 3-2 

Bus 4 

Bus 2 

  Line 18-17 Bus 17 

 

 

Table 3 shows the performances of the proposed scheme based on simulations on IEEE 39 bus 

system. The results of γ for the affected relays for each of case studies are computed and tabulated in Table 3. 

It is shown in Table 3 that the value of γ is greater than 1 for all cases. Thus, it is confirmed that the proposed 

scheme is able to sense the fault occurrence regardless any kind of fault type, fault location or fault 

resistance. 

 

 

Table 3. The results of γ for various case studies on IEEE 39 bus system 
Relay at Line Fault Type Fault Resistance (Ω) γ 

17-18 ABC-G 10 903.8 

  200 110.2 

17-27 ABC-G 10 649.7 

  200 63.8 

16-19 ABC-G 10 1085.1 

  200 28.6 

16-21 ABC-G 10 2561.6 

  200 23.6 

3-4 AB 10 1064.4 

  200 557.2 

3-2 AB 10 980.8 

  200 638.5 

18-17 AB 10 52.5 

  200 1.6 

 

 

4.3. Testing of fault detection scheme on IEEE 39 bus system with Distributed Generation (DG) 
It is well known that the implementation of DG connected to the grid in the power system influences 

the operation of protection system performances [22]. Thus, it is crucial to ensure the proposed fault 

detection scheme is able to operate correctly even with the presence of DG in the grid. This section will 

discuss in details the performance of the proposed scheme for detecting fault during power swing with 

presence of DG based on simulation with IEEE 39 bus system. 
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The DG source presented in this paper is modelled based on current source which has been 

successfully adopted in [23]. The placement of DG in the IEEE 39 bus system is considered to be located at 

the load bus which is remotely far end from the generators; which in this case referred to load bus 4 with load 

capacity of 500 MW and 184 MVar. The size of DG is determined by 20% of the maximum feeder loading 

capacity at the selected load bus [24, 25]. 

After the placement and sizing of DG has been determined, the simulation testing to test the 

effectiveness of the proposed scheme on the IEEE 39 bus system connected with DG can be further 

simulated. In order to perform the testing, the same set of cases described in Table 1 will be repeated in this 

section.  

Table 4 shows the performances of the proposed scheme based on simulation on IEEE 39 bus 
system connected with DG. From the simulations, the value of γ for the affected relay for each of case studies 

are tabulated in Table 4. It is shown in Table 4 that the value of γ is greater than 1 for all cases. Again, it can 

be concluded that the proposed scheme can significantly detect any type of fault during power swing even 

with presence of DG in the test system. 

 

 

Table 4. The results of γ for various case studies on IEEE 39 bus system connected with DG 
Relay at Line Fault Type Fault Resistance (Ω) γ 

17-18 ABC-G 10 52.6 

  200 11.2 

17-27 ABC-G 10 295.1 

  200 30.7 

16-19 ABC-G 10 90.2 

  200 27.3 

16-21 ABC-G 10 1666.4 

  200 80.9 

3-4 AB 10 100.5 

  200 10.1 

3-2 AB 10 1104.2 

  200 923.4 

18-17 AB 10 38.5 

  200 5.2 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

This paper presents the development of a detection scheme for detecting fault during power swing 

for test system interconnected with DG. The proposed fault detection scheme based on S-Transform analysis 

have been presented in order to unblock the operation of distance relay when a fault occurs during power 

swing. The merit of the proposed scheme is proved by its ability to detect various type of fault regardless of 
its resistance level. In addition, the test results show the proposed scheme is able to detect all types of fault 

even with the presence of DG in the test system. Based on the analysis, it is proven that the proposed scheme 

which is based on S-Transform is very reliable to be applied in distance relay design due to its capability of 

identifying fault correctly. 
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